FREE FOR PERSONAL USE LICENSE
In this license, ‘the given typeface’ refers to the given .zip file, which may contain one or numerous fonts and
other files. These fonts can be of any type (.ttf, .otf, .eot, .svg, woof …) and together they form a ‘font family’ or
in short a ‘typeface’.
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1. Copyright
The given typeface is the intellectual property of deFharo, provided it is original, and is protected by
copyright laws in many parts of the world.
2. Personal Use
The given typeface may be downloaded and used free of charge for personal use, as long as the usage
is not racist or illegal. Personal use refers to all usage that does not generate financial income in a
business manner, for instance:
– personal books for yourself
– recreational websites and blogs for friends and family
– prints such as flyers, posters, t-shirts for churches, charities, and non-profit organizations
3. Commercial Use
Commercial use is not allowed without prior written permission from the author Fernando Haro. Please
contact to ask for commercial licensing. Commercial use refers to usage in a business environment,
including:
– business cards, logos, advertising, websites for companies
– t-shirts, books, apparel that will be sold for money
– flyers, posters for events that charge admission
– freelance graphic design work
– anything that will generate direct or indirect income
4. Modification
The given typeface may not be modified, altered, adapted or built upon without written permission by
Fernando Haro. This pertains all files within the downloadable font zip-file.
5. Distribution
While the given typeface may freely be copied and passed along to other individuals for private use as
its original downloadable zip-file, it may not be sold or published without written permission by deFharo.
6. Disclaimer
The given typeface is offered ‘as is’ without any warranty. deFharo.com author of the given typeface shall
not be liable for any damage derived from using this typeface.
By using the given typeface you agree to the terms of this license.
For more info and commercial licence notice visit:
deFharo Pro fonts
or write to: fernando@defharo.es

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR THE INCLUDED DEFHARO PRO FONTS
This End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between you (as an individual)
and deFharo pro fonts for the digital typeface software, hereafter "fonts" included in this package:
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This agreement relates to use all fonts that are not within the terms of a commercial license, you must read this
agreement carefully before downloading , using, installing , send or receive any of my fonts. The product that
welcomes this agreement refers to the fonts , images, names and other files in the package. Zip file you
downloaded and are the work of Fernando Haro.
By downloading , using, installing , receive or transmit the product you agree to each of the points set out below.
If you do not agree or accept any of the following , do not use , install or download the product.
1 The user undertakes not to sell , share, distribute or send the product to other people or equipment
commercially.
2 You may not use this product to imitate or modify its name.
3 You agree not to use this font in a commercial context or for profit .
4 You agree to respect the author’s name not hiding or changing it as the owner of the copyright .
5 You understand that make commercial use without the appropriate license will subcetible of legal
action by the author: Fernando Haro.
6 The user assumes responsibility for the misuse of this typography and by not following this agreement
agrees to pay any penalty calculated by Fernando Haro and court costs.
Getting a business license is highly recommended for any professional or media to avoid any future
misunderstanding . If you are planning to use this font commercially without a license or in violation of any of
these points is better than no follow and meditate again. Users of this typeface are required to read the agreement and check that the product they are using is regularized .
Ignorance of this agreement or not having read the documents attached to the font does not exempt him from
responsibility.
The fonts included are protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual property laws and treaties.

